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Abstract of waste water and carbon dioxide. The resupply
interval assumed is 90 days. The quantities of
This paper summarizes the impacts on the the fluids will vary with the size of the crew,
• weight, volume and power usage of a manned space the degree of life support system closure and the
station and its 90-day resupply for three inte- amount of leakage of cabin atmosphere. On the
grated, auxiliary propulsion subsystems. The study growth station the storage of cryogenic hydrogen
was performed in coordination with activities of and oxygen for orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) re-
the Space Station Concept Development Group (CDG). fueling will yield large quantities of hydrogen
The study focused on three space station propulsion and oxygen gas boiloff. The amount of boiloff
high-low thrust options that make use of fluids will vary with the size of the storage facility
that will be available on the manned space station, and the insulation technology. Specific uses of
Specific uses of carbon dioxide, water and cryogen carbon dioxide, water and cryogen boiloff are con-
boiloff were considered. For each of the options sidered; modification or combinations of these
the increase in station hardware mass and volume uses may be more appropriate to overall station
to accommodate the dual thrust option is offset by requirements.
the resupply savings, relative to the reference
hydrazine system, after one to several resupplies. Propulsion Requirements
Over the life of the station the savings in cost
of logistics could be substantial. The three op- While the space station configuration has not
tions are examples of alternative technology paths been fully defined, it was assumed that the initial
that, because of the opportunity they provide for station will have a 75 kW electric load and the
integration with the environmental control life growth station 150 kW. Propulsion will be required
support system (ECLSS) and OTV propellant storage on the space station for a number of functions:
systems, may reduce the scarring which is required altitude maintenance to counteract the loss of
on the early station to meet the increasing pro- altitude due to atmospheric drag; desaturation of
pulsion requirements of the growth station, the control moment gyros (CMG) or other momentum
management devices; correction of relatively large,
Introduction but infrequent, accelerations caused by orbiter
docking and module transfers; and, possibly, at-
This paper summarizes the impacts on the titude control while the orbiter is docked and for
weight, volume and power usage of a manned space special maneuvers such as debris avoidance and end
station and its 90-day resupply for three inte- of life disposition. Someof these functions may
grated, auxiliary propulsion subsystems. The pur- be eliminated or reduced to very modest require-
pose of the study was to explore propulsion options ments as a result of design and operations defini-
that can meet plausible propulsion requirements tion. For this study only the propulsive impulse
for the initial through the growth space station required for altitude maintenance, CMGdesaturation
in a manner advantageous to the total station sys- and the infrequent, large disturbance corrections
tem. The study was performed in coordination with were considered. These constitute the major
activities of the Space Station Concept Development impulse requirements.
Group (CDG). This preliminary study considered
only incremental impacts on station and resupply The three propulsion system options studied
quantities. These were estimated in terms of in- use a high-low thrust approach. The low thrust
creased or decreased weight, volume and power of resistojets were assigned to altitude maintenance;
station and resupply for a station that uses the the higher thrust level H-O thrusters to attitude
selected subsystems as compared with use of a ref- control functions of CMGdesaturation and disturb-
erence hydrazine subsystem. Comparisons of these ance corrections. A high thrust (tens of pounds)
impacts are made for a limited set of propulsion level is mandatory if correction of the large dis-
impulse requirements. The three propulsion options turbance is to be achieved in reasonably short
considered the use of a low thrust (less than i times of 10 to 20 sec. The low thrust system could
Ibf) subsystem for orbit maintenance and a high be used for frequent, CMGdesaturation simultane-
thrust (tens of pounds) subsystem for attitude ously with altitude maintenance. Simultaneous
control functions. Focus of the study was on the altitude maintenance and CMGdesaturation could
use of available fluids. These included CO2 reduce overall propellant usage and has the poten-
from the life support subsystem, and hydrogen and tial for reduction in the number of CMGsif their
• oxygen gases from either water electrolysis or requirement is sized by secular momentum accumula-
cryogen storage boiloff, tion. Operating strategies beyond the simple,
functional assignment of thruster subsystem were
The study focused on three space station pro- not considered in this study.
• pulsion high-low thrust options that make use of
fluids that will be available on the manned space The propulsion requirements for orbit altitude
station. These options offer the opportunity to maintenance and station attitude control will be
provide increased flexibility in the selection of affected by the size and the configuration of the
station subsystems while reducing resupply logis- solar arrays, by the selected operational orbit
tics. The manned station will require periodic altitudes, by the solar activity effect on atmos-
resupply of water, oxygen and nitrogen and disposal pheric density and by the propulsion strategy and
propulsion subsystem characteristics.
Table I summarizesthe impulse requirements C02 is as a propellant in a low temperaturere-
considered for this study. Two station, end-of- sistojet. At a temperatureof 1250- C, the resis-
life power loads were selected, 75 and 150 kW. tojet requires 60 W to produce 0.05 N thrust at a
These were used as representativeof initial and specific impulse (Iso) of 130 sec. The 1250° C
growth stationpower requirements,and were used temperature is sufficientlylow to expect long
to size galliummarsenide(GaAs) solar arrays of life for the components. A 0.05 N thrust level is
1300 and 2600 mL, respectively. The solar array about the annual averagedrag force on the "75 kW"
area is the principalcontributor to aerodynamic station at an orbit altitude of 500 km (270 n mi.).
drag that necessitatesaltitude maintenance. The The daily averagedrag force may reach twice this
altitude maintenance impulserequired for a 90-day level.
period assumes a station altitude of 500 km (270 n
mi.) for nominal atmospherein 1992, the maximum The quantity of C02, required as propellant
solar activity period of the next solar cycle, in these resistojetsfor altitude maintenance,is
The altitude maintenance impulse is O.42xl0UN-sec shown as function of orbit altitude in Figs. 3 and
(0.94x10Jlbf-sec)for the "75 kW" station; twice 4. Each of these figures displays annual propel-
this for the "150 kW" station. It was assumed lant required for nominal, +2 sigma and -2 sigma
that altitudemaintenancewould be accomplished atmosphericconditionsfor a "75 kW" station.
about the 500 km altitudeby frequent firings of Figure 3 is for the 1992 (the highest solar acti-
low thrust resistojets, vity year of the solar cycle) projected atmosphere;
Fig. 4 is for 1998 (with lowest solar activity
A range of desaturationimpulserequirements conditions). The availableECLSS C02 is indi-
was selected by consideringtwo different, sun- cated for a crew of 4 and for a crew of 8. The
pointing solar array geometries on the earth- uncertainty in the predictionof future solar act-
pointing stations. These are referred to as the ivity, and hence of atmosphericdensity, has a
paddle configuration array and the balanced- or significanteffect on the estimate of propellant
H-configurationarray. Figure 1 illustratesthe required. For the nominal (50 percentile) atmos-
two solar array geometries. Paddle-configuration pheric density an eight person crew produces enough
arrays have commonly been assumed in past space CO2 for altitude maintenance of the "75 kW" sta-
station studies and are used on many existing tion at an altitude as low as 444 km (240 n mi.)
smaller spacecraft. For large, array-hinge angles, for the high period of the solar cycle, and as low
which are required periodically when tracking the as 370 km (200 n mi.) for the low period (1998).
sun from an earth-pointing station the station At the reference 500 km (270 n mi.) altitude a
with paddled arrays experiences large, gravity crew of 4 to 8 produces enough C02 for a broad
gradient torques that lead to correspondingly high range of atmospheric densities.
CMGdesaturation requirements. The H-configuration
has been analyzed by Boeing Aerospace, as part of Water Electrolysis: Water can be electrolyzed
a continuing _tudy of space station propulsion to provide oxygen for life-support, hydrogen and
requirements. _ oxygen for the high thrust engines and hydrogen
for the low thrust resistojets. The impulse
The desaturation impulses shown in Table I available from the high thrust subsystem and from
are based upon preliminary estimates in the Boeing the low thrust subsystem using the products of
study of the gravity gradient and aerodynamic water electrolysis, while supplying sufficient
torques experienced at maximum array-sun angle, life-support oxygen for a crew of eight, is illus-
These impulse values assume a thruster moment arm trated in Fig. 5. The minimum amount of water
of 10 m. Only cases A, B and C were carried for that must be electrolyzed during a 90 day period
the propulsion option comparisons; the torques to supply the total needs of the crew is 763 kg.
associated with case D configurations were judged This provides 678 kg of oxygen and makes available
too extreme for the design to be likely. 85 kg of hydrogen that can be used in the C_2
resistojets for a 90-day impulse of 0.42x10 u
External disturbances due to orbiter docking N-sec, indicated on the abscissa. The CO2 re-
and module transfers were estimated to require a sistojets operating at the 1250° C temperature
90-day impulse of 30 000 N-sec (6740 Ibf-sec). with H2 provides a specific impulse of 500 sec.
Orbiter docking and module transfer angular momen- Additional electrolysis beyond that required to
tum impulses of 5000 and 2000 N-m-sec per occur- meet the 02 life-support could be used for high
rence, respectively, were estimated in the Boeing thrust at an oxidizer-fuel ratio of 8 or at a re-
study. The 90-day impulse values assumed 3 or 4 duced oxidized-fuel ratio by blending all or part
occurrences of each activity and a 10 m thruster of the 85 kg H2. The latter approach increases
moment arm. the ISD of the high thrust subsystem and reduces
the quantity of H2 available for low thrust.
Available Impulse from Station Fluids
Figure 5 illustrates the amount of impulse
Carbon dioxide from ECLSS: There will be available from the high and the low thrust subsys-
approximately I kg of carbon dioxide (C02) pro- tems as a function of the amount of water electro-
duced per crew person each day. The ECLSSremoves lyzed and the amount of H2 blending. The high
the CO2 and either collects it for return to thrust subsystem Isn will range from 359 sec at
earth, or vents it overboard if this is acceptable, an 8:1 oxidizer-fuel ratio (no H2 blending) to
Figure 2 illustrates the CDGbaseline ECLSSthat 437 sec l_n at a 4:1 ratio. The 90-day impulse
includes water filtration, treatment and monitoring required fbr the three example cases are indicated
and a regenerable CO2 collection and liquifying on Fig. 5. Cases A and B (the "75 kW" station
functiona This system was designed by Hamilton cases} fall along the 8:1 ratio line. This indi-
Standard _ and presented to the CDGas a first cates that the 85 kg H2 is just sufficient to
step toward closure of the ECLSSand reduction of provide the altitude maintenance impulse for that
resupply logistics. An alternative use of the station. Case C (the "150 kW" station case) would
require twice the available "crew of 8" H2, if
altitude maintenance is to be accommodatedsolely low thrust impulse requirementsfor the three ex-
with the low thrust H2 subsystem. To accommodate ample cases. It is assumed that the low-thrust
the impulse requirementof case C, it would be system is used for altitudemaintenance and the
necessary to alter the propulsion strategy from high-thrustsystem for momentum-storagedevice
that consideredfor this figure, such as using the desaturationand to overcome docking disturbances.
high thrust for part of the altitude maintenance For all these configurations,the low-thrustim-
or supplementingthe H2 propellant with C02 pulse requirementcan easily be met with the smal-
from the ECLSS or with other gases. Any number of lest amount of on-orbit cryogenic fluid storage
strategiescould be consideredto accommodateother considered. The high-thrustimpulse requirement
impulse/fluidscenarios, can be met with modest amounts of storage
considered.
OTV cryogen storage boiloff: Orbit-transfer
vehicles based at the space station may use cryo- Comparisonswith Baseline Propulsion
genic hydrogen and oxygen propellant. There will
be boiloff of gases from the cryogenic storage The three high-low thrust options, summarized
tanks. The rate of boiloffwill depend on the in Table II, make use of low-thrustresistojetsto
type of storage tanks used. Dependingon the provide the impulse necessary to offset the alti-
amounts available,the boiloff gases could be used tude losses due to aerodynamicdrag and make use
to meet a variety of space-stationneeds. Possible of the high thrust H-O engines to desaturatethe
uses for the boiloff gases includethe use of oxy- momentum managementsubsystem and to compensate
gen for life-support,hydrogen and oxygen in a for docking and module transfer disturbances. The
fuel cell to produce drinking water and power, impact on stationmass, volume and average power
hydrogen and oxygen in a high-thrustpropulsion and on stationresupply mass and volumes relative
system, and hydrogen in a low-thrustresistojet to the use of a reference hydrazine propulsion
propulsion system. Depending on the relative subsystem was estimated. No attempt was made to
amountsof hydrogen and oxygen available, some of layout detail subsystems.
these functions could be accomplished
simultaneously. Each of the thruster subsystemswas assumed
to have three axis control. Primary and secondary
Two levels of storage tank technologywere (backup) thrusters were assumedto be mounted in
considerqd,viz. levels 2 and 3 of a four level clusters of four at the end of 10 m booms. This
ranking._ The characteristicsof Level 2 include would permit use of either subsystem for altitude
120 layers of multilayer insulatior_(MLI) and a or attitude control regardless of its assigned
vapor-cooledshield; this represents a minimal function in this study. Thruster subsystemweight
advance over current technology(Level 1). The estimates included 24 thrusters, valves, filters,
characteristicsof Level 3 include 120 layers of regulators,lines and mounts. The thruster sub-
MLI, decoupled struts,passive orbital disconnect system weights of 75, 127, and 63 kg for hydrazine,
system, vented hydrogen para-to-orthoconversion, hydrogen-oxygenand the resistojet subsystems,
and multiple vapor-cooledshields; this represents respectively,did not change from case to case.
a moderate advance over current technology. Level
4 would be the same as level 3 with the addition Each of the high thrust subsystemsconsisted
of refrigeration;this would represent a signifi- of 24 133 N (30 Ibf) thrusters. The hydrazine
cant advanceover current technology. Level 1 subsystem had a specific impulse of 225 sec. The
tanks were not consideredbecause of the very large gas-gas H-O has a specific impulse of 436 sec at
hydrogen boiloff rate of such tanks. Level 4 was an oxidizer-fuelratio of 4:1 and of 359 sec at an
not considered becausetanks of this type are un- 8:1 ratio. The 24 resistojetseach produce a max-
likely to be available in the mid to late 1990's imum thrust of 0.22 to 0.89 N (0.050 to 0.200 Ibf),
when space-basedorbit-transfervehicles are depending upon the fluid used. The low temperature
likely to be put into operation. CO2 resistojetcan operate with a number of flu-
ids, includingH2, CH4, N2H4 and_C02.
The amount of boiloff from the storage tanks At the 1250° C heater temperaturethe Iso of the
depends almost entirely on how much storagecapac- resistojetis 130 sec with CO2 and 500 s_c with
ity has been provided. Figure 6 shows the hydrogen H2. The specific impulse lies at intermediate
and oxygen boiloff rates in kilopounds per year values for the other fluids. The power required
for technology levels 2 and 3 as a function of per 0.45 N (0.10 Ibf) thrust ranges from 525 to
total storagetank capacity. The boiloffrates 1420 W for CO2 and H2, respectively.
for level 3 are about two-thirdsthe boiloff rates
for level 2. The total amount of on-orbit cryo- Reference hydrazine: The reference hydrazine
genic fluid storagecapacity is varied over a range propulsion subsystem consistedof the thruster
from 100 to 500 klb (45 000 to 225 000 kg). An subsystem,tanked hydrazineand thermal control.
amount of 100 klb is about the minimum necessary The tanked hydrazinewas assumed to be resupplied
for two low-capacityorbit-transfermissions. The at the 90-day resupply interval; tankage was esti-
relative amountsof stored hydrogen and oxygen are mated at 12.5 percent of propellant weight. No
appropriatefor an orbit-transfervehiclethat residuals or pressurizationweights were included
uses oxygen and hydrogen in a mass ratio of 6:1. in the hydrazine estimate. The subsystem was as-
sumed to require 0.20 Wlkg hydrazine to prevent
Figure 7 shows the total impulse availableto freezing. The reference hydrazinepropellant re-
the space station from the combinationhigh-low supply was sized to provide the total impulse
thrust system using all the available hydrogen and required for altitudemaintenance and attitude
oxygen boiloff. The high-thrustsystem is shown control.
using oxygen and hydrogen in a 4:1 and an 8:1 mass
ratio with any remaining H2-boiloffmade avail- Water electrolysisand COp: Propulsion
able for resistojetoperation at an ISD of 600 subsystem option 1 considered the use of resisto-
sec. Also shown on the figure are therhigh and jets, supplied by C02, for altitude maintenance
and gas-gas H-O thrusters, supplied from gas accu- For these comparisons the high thrust subsystem
mulators, for attitude control functions. A simple provided the entire attitude control impulse. If
schematic of such a system is shown in Fig. 8. the results of case B and case A are compared, the
The C02 is obtained from the ECLSS. At the time impact of the use of H-O with gas storage is seen.
of this study, the baseline ECLSSapproach for the The savings relative to the hydrazine reference in
initial station provided that the C02 that was resupply mass resulting from the use of the higher
collected from the cabin atmosphere would be liq- Iso H-O thrusters approximately offsets the one
uified and returned to earth in the logistic mod- tire station mass penalty associated with accumu-
ule. This is a means of avoiding intentional lator tanks and electrolyzer mass. However, the
venting from the cabin. The approach of option i volume penalty of the H-O gas accumulators grows
would make use of the nontoxic, nonoxidizing CO2 proportionately with the near tripling of impulse
propulsively. The gases are exhausted away from of case B relative to case A.
the station out of the orbit path. Presentations
by Hamilton Standard to the Space Station Concept Station power load increases to meet demands
Development Group have supported the use of the of electrolysis; this would be accommodated by
C02 in resistojets as a possible low cost power management or by an increase in the station
approach for the ECLSS. power system.
The comparisons made with the reference hy- Water-based subsystem: The second propulsion
drazine subsystem assume minimum change f_'om the option considered additional electrolysis to pro-
baseline ECLSS. CO2 is collected and liquified vide hydrogen gas, instead of ECLSSC02, to the
as in the baseline ECLSS, but the_liquification low temperature resistojets and to provide oxygen
equipment (208 kg mass and 1.34 m3 volume) is to the life-support system. The resistojet and
included as station equipment rather than as part H-O thruster subsystems are the same as those con-
of the resupply logistics module equipment. The sidered for option i. Additional water is elec-
resistojet propellants are drawn off this accumu- trolyzed to provide the H2 for the resistojets,
lated liquid CO2 supply. An alternative approach as well as hydrogen and oxygen for the high thrust
might be the elimination of the liquification eq- subsystem. For this comparison the high thrust
uipment and inclusion of gas accumulation equipment engines were assumed to run at a mixture ratio of
to supply the resistojet subsystem. 4:1. Excess oxygen was used for life-support.
For the high-low thrust mix of impulses of the
The H-O thruster subsystem is shown in Fig. 8 three cases there is sufficient oxygen to meet
to be supplied by a pressurized gas accumulation crew needs for 11 to 23 persons. A balancing of
system. In this schematic the accumulators are the total system by increasing mixture ratio or
shown integrated with the H-O storage for an emer- altering the high-low thrust assignments could
gency power system. This illustrates a possible meet lower crew-size needs and reduce accumulator
integration aspect that could be considered when and electrolyzer requirements.
evaluating options such as this subsystem. For
the comparisons presented in this paper the i000 Table IV summarizes station and resupply sav-
psia accumulators were sized for a nominal I0 day ings relative to the hydrazine reference. For all
propellant r quirement. Spherical tanks of 6061-T6 three cases the one-time penalty of increased sta-
Aluminum and a safety factor of 2 were assumed, tion mass and volume usage is offset by savings
The propellant accumulators are replenished by a accumulated within several resupplies. On the
water electrolysis unit. The ele_trolyzer employs basis of mass and volume comparisons, option 2
technology c_mon to that used in the regenerative appears attractive relative to the hydrazine base-
fuel cell (RFC). The weight and power were esti- line, but not as attractive as the option i use of
mated as 26 kg per kg/hr water flow and 4.6 kW per the C02.
kg/hr water flow, respectively. The thrusters
operate at an 8:1 oxygen-hydrogen mixture ratio, OTV propellant storage boiloff use: The third
the same as water, option uses boiloff from the OTV propellant storage
facility instead of water electrolysis. The use
Table III summarizes the station and 90-day of 02 boiloff for life-support was not considered
resupply savings (penalty) due to this option rel- for this option. As previously seen in Fig. 7
ative to the hydrazine reference. For each of the there will be sufficient boiloff gases to meet a
three cases there is an increase in station mass wide range of propulsion requirements. For this
because of the use of two thrust subsystems instead analysis it was assumed that the high thrust sys-
of one; of the relocation of the liquification tem would operate at an 8:1 mixture ratio and the
equipment from the logistics (resupply) module to low thrust resistojets at a heater temperature of
the central station; and the addition of the elec- 1750 ° C for an Isp of 600 sec. Both of these
trolyzer and H-O accumulator tanks. For case C assumptions minimize hydrogen use and limit the
the resupply savings of 851 kg requires the avail- size of the hydrogen accumulators. Accumulators
ability of more C02 than would nominally be gen- were sized for a two day contingency supply at
erated by a crew of eight. To achieve the savings 1000 psia. The availability and sizing of com-
shown, if the low thrust subsystem is to be used pressors to raise the boiloff gases to accumulator
for the total case C altitude maintenance, it would pressure were not addressed. Table V summarizes
be necessary that the crew size of the "150 kW" the savings (penalty) comparisons, For all cases
station be 16 persons or that other fuels, e.g., the resupply savings greatly exceed the one-time
H2, N2 or N2H4. station increment in mass and volume usage. Aver-
age power requirements for resistojets and com-
For all three cases the penalty of increased pressors are very modest.
station volume usage is offset by accumulated sav-
ings of reduced resupply volume in two or three
90-day resupplies. The station hardware increase
is offset by the mass savings of a single resupply.
Conclusions requirementsand propulsionstrategies. More de-
This examinationof three propulsion system tail studiesare needed to evaluate tradeoffs,
especially with respect to cost, for specific space
options demonstratesthat the reduction in resupply stationconfigurationsand for a wider range of
requirementsthat result from the higher perform- operationalconditions.
ance and from the use of available station fluids
can readily offset the initial increase in station References
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power impactsof the three options relative to a
hydrazine system,for a limitedset of propulsion
TABLE I. - RANGEOF PROPULSIONSYSTEMIMPULSEREQUIREMENTS
Total 90-day impulse, 106 N-sec
Station EOL Array Ext.
power, kW configuration Drag a Desaturation b disturbances c
Case A 75 Balanced 0.42 1.3 0.03
Case B 75 Paddle .42 3.7 .03
Case C 150 Balanced .84 1.5 .03
Case Dd 150 Paddle .84 12 .03
aBased on annual, average aerodynamic drag for nominal atmosphere at
b 500 km for maximum solar activity year.
Estimated cumulative cmg desaturation requirement for maximum,
array-hinge angle situation; thruster moment arm 10 m.
CEstimated cumulative requirement for docking and module transfer
disturbances.
dcase D eliminated from further consideration.
TABLE II - PROPULSIONOPTION SUMMARY
Low Source of High Source of
Option thrust propellant thrust propellant
Baseline .... N2H4 Resupply
1 CO GH_/GO_ Water resupply
Re_istojet ECLSS thfust_r to Electrolyzer
Water supply GH_/GO_ Water resupply2 _sistojet to Electrolyzer th_ust_r to Electrolyzer
3 H OTV storage GHp/GOp OTV storage
R_sistojet tank boiloff th_ust_r tank boiloff
TABLE III. - MASS, VOLUMEANDPOWERSAVINGS (PENALTY)
FOR 90 DAYS FORWATER-ELECTROLYSIS/CO2 OPTION
NO. 1 RELATIVE TO HYDRAZINEREFERENCE
LOWTHRUST: Low temperature resistojets using ECLSS
accumulated CO2
HIGH THRUST: Gas-gas H-O engines at 8:10-H ratio
using accumulated gaseous 02-H2, provided
by electrolysis of water
Case A Case B Case C
Configurationa 75 kW/H 75 kW/paddle 150 kW/H-
Savings (penalty)
Station mass, kg (548) (953) (582)
Resupply mass, kg 608 944 851
Station volume, m3 (2.6) (4.9) (2.8)
Resupply volume, m3 1.7 1.9 1.9
Station Power, kW (0.71) (1.9) (0.84)
astation end-of-life power load and solar array
configuration.
TABLE IV. - MASS, VOLUMEANDPOWERSAVINGS (PENALTY)
FOR90 DAYS FORALL WATER-BASEDOPTION NO. 2
RELATIVE TO HYDRAZINEREFERENCE
LOWTHRUST: Low temperature resistojets using ECLSS
accumulated H2
HIGH THRUST: Gas-gas H-O engines at 4:10-H ratio
using accumulated gaseous 02-H2, provided
by electrolysis of water
Case A Case B Case C
Configuration a 75 kW/H 75 kW/paddle 150 kW/H-
Savings (penalty)
Station mass, kg (709) (1212) (1064)
Resupply mass, kg 328 789 434
Station volume, m3 (3.4) (6.3) (5.4)
Resupply volume, m3 1.1 1.9 1.8
Station Power, kW (2.9) (4.8) (4.8)
astation end-of-life power load and solar array
configuration.
TABLE V. - MASS, VOLUMEAND POWERSAVINGS (PENALTY)
FOR 90 DAYS FORCRYOGENSTORAGEBOILOFF OPTION
NO. 3 RELATIVE TO HYDRAZINEREFERENCE
LOWTHRUST: Resistojets using OTV storage H2 boiloff
HIGH THRUST: Gas-gas H-O engines at 8:10-H ratio
using accumulated gaseous 02-H2, provided
by OTV storage boiloff
Case A Case B Case C
Configuration a 75 kW/H 75 kW/paddle 150 kW/H-
Savings (penalty)
Station mass, kg (211) (290) (270)
Resupply mass, kg 892 2116 1209
Station volume, m3 (1.2) (1.7) (2.2)
Resupply volume, m3 1.0 2.4 1.4
Station Power, kW (.22) (.30) (.42)
astation end-of-life power load and solar array
configuration.
,,1,T
(a) Paddlegeometryarray.
(b)Balancedgeometryarray.
Figure1. - Earth-orientedstationwith sun-pointingsolararrays.
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